How to receive Meteor-M N2 LRPT in VHF with an RTL-SDR dongle….
By Raydel Abreu Espinet, CM2ESP
Antenna:
RTL-SDR dongles has commonly poor sensitivity and usually suffer from out-band de-sense
due to strong signals causing saturation on ADC. A good antenna like a QFH or a crossed
dipole is recommended. A narrowband tuned pre-amp for 136-138 MHz will help to overcome
the low signal and attenuate out-band interference, but may be worst if in-band interference
exists.
Receiver:
An SDR device capable of handling at least 150KHz wide signals is required to handle the
72KSymb/s or 80 KSymb/s QPSK image. However the scope of this text is focused on cheap
USB dongles based on RTL2832U chipset. Other SDR devices or professional satellite
modems may work. Two different dongles were tested an Ezcap 645 with an FC0013 tuner
and a generic RTL2832 with an R820T tuner, both produced excellent imageries, but R820T
may required more external amplification due to USB bus noise.
Available software:
There are currently two softwares for receiving Meteor-M.
Paul’s website is off-line but a copy of his software can be downloaded here:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/qq1fjyitpa3j14o/software.zip
Oleg’s program is published here:
http://meteor.robonuka.ru/soft/
Procedure for Paul’s software:
Paul’s software was made for Meteor-M N1 (not active) which has different image structure
than N2 so several image artifacts like two black rows and others are visible when used to
decode N2 imagery, but some pictures can be obtained. But the programs were designed for
experimental and learning purposes so there is no method to save the image or see it entirely
in full resolution. Also it is only compatible with the 72K mode, so the 80K mode cannot be
decoded.
In order to view imagery, first we need to record a baseband I/Q WAVE file. It is
recommended to use a 0.900 MSPS sample rate at the RTL dongle, you may use your
favorite SDR program but I prefer SDRSharp (http://sdrsharp.com/). The satellite downlink
frequency 137.100 or 137.900 has to be chosen as center frequency, it doesn’t matter what
audio mode, volume or VFO frequency is chosen because we are recording base-band data
centered on the main downlink, there is no need neither to do Doppler tracking.
To improve constellation quality a lesser bandwidth is recommended. In order to do it we can
use the free audio handling software Audacity (http://audacity.sourceforge.net/). Open the
recorded WAV file with it, and then at the left-bottom side change the sample rate to 130000
(130KHz). We can also remove and crop sections at the beginning and end of the recording
where signal was low if required. To save the file, proceed to the File menu, hit Export, select
WAV as format, and save it. We can then delete the original file to save space on hard disk (a
12 minute pass at 900KHz sample rate takes more than 1GByte of space).
Now we open LrptRx.exe, load the new wav file (in some cases Swap I/Q should be selected,
at least with SDRSharp it has been always required). We hit run and manually move the

progress slider to the center where signal should be the best. If we obtain a well defined 4
dots constellation, everything is OK, close the program, re-open it and process the entire file.
If at the middle the constellation looks like an X or a square, try changing symbol rate from
72000 to 80000, if constellation is achieved with 4 dots, then the satellite is on 80K mode and
therefore no decoding can be done with Paul’s programs. It is important to know that when
reached the end of the file LrptRx will run forever, unless we manually stop it, so keep an eye
on the progress slider.
When the reception with LrptRx is done, open LrptProcessor.exe. Open the .RAW file created
before and proceed in the following order: Viterbi, Cadus, RS and then Packets, if decoding
was successful the program will indicate how many packets from each APID (channel) were
found. Now, change the APID number to the channel you want to see and hit “Select APID”.
When completed click on “Build TRN”. To avoid spend too much time, save the TRN as
different name and click select apid and build trn for each available apid which contains data
without closing the program.
To see the image, open DeJPEGger.exe. Select Y as the Color Space and ½ as scale. Hit
Lrpt button to load the .TRN file, then “Lrpt Raster” and finally “Render”. Later we can change
the scale, and the X, Y coordinates to inspect other sections of the image.
Procedure for Oleg’s program:
Oleg’s program produces superb color images that can be saved in high res but the program
was designed for a specific receiver, so to use an RTL-SDR we need to make use of GNURadio under Linux in order to create the soft-decision input file the program requires.
If you don’t want to spend too much time installing and configuring Linux and GNURadio, you
can just download a “Live DVD” version of Ubuntu, which already contains GNURadio and
RTL support pre-built. It can be found here:
http://downloads.gnuradio.org/releases/gnuradio/iso/
You can burn the ISO image into an empty DVD disk or install it into an empty USB flash
drive with this program; quick guide is included on that website:
http://www.pendrivelinux.com/universal-usb-installer-easy-as-1-2-3/
We need a GNURadio script to directly receive data from the dongle and save the file, it can
be found here:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/q90yltvyvokf045/meteor_soft_symb_rtl.rar?dl=0
This is my own edited version from a script written originally by Martin Blaho, I changed some
parameters and things to adapt it to my station conditions, so in case of problems it is my
fault, but I guess that it should run equally good in other stations. Main concern is regarding
the frequency correction ppm value of each RTL dongle, so probably in other people
computer, the downlink frequency can by 5 to 10 KHz up or down the nominal. The wave
version takes as input a recorded I/Q wave file, but both input and output filenames and
locations has to be manually set prior to the execution of the code as well as the wav sample
rate.
Save the script file to an easy to find location on your computer, then boot the PC with the
RTL-SDR dongle connected from the DVD or the USB and we don’t have to change anything
else on our computer.

Browse for the LRPT symbol receiver script, and double click on it right prior to the beginning
of a Meteor-M N2 pass. It will open GNURadio Companion, look at the main menu and look
for an icon of two dent wheels that says “Execute flow graph”.
If everything is OK the program will run and the spectrum will show the incoming signal,
adjust the frequency and gain if required. When the signal to noise ratio is above 10dB, go the
second panel and look at the constellation, if it looks like a circle, increase PLL alpha, as soon
as it is formed by four dots (even if spread), reduce the PLL alpha in steps until take value to
“1m”, if you suddenly lose lock and it become a circle again then increase it, but always try to
keep it as low as possible. There is no need to change Clock alpha. Keep receiving until the
end of the pass, and then close both the program and the GNURadio Companion.
The soft-decision symbol file and a WAV file (only needed for debugging and testing
purposes) is saved in Linux desktop and overwritten each time the program runs, so keep it in
mind to avoid accidental overwriting. To be able to open the file, we have to copy the .s file to
our hard disk, and then we can re-start the computer without Linux and open Oleg’s program
decoder to extract the images and build the color composite.
If we don’t have an RTL-SDR dongle, but instead a different kind of SDR, there is a slightly
harder process which can also produce imagery. First, using your favorite software record a
baseband I/Q wave file. If sample rate is higher than 250 KHz it is recommended to re-sample
it to a lower bandwidth as explained earlier. Now open the GNURadio script found here:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/c9mw7f19jffklqr/soft_symb_wave.rar?dl=0
Steps become harder now, found the parameter block named “samp_rate”, double click on it
and change the sample rate value to the recorded wave-file has. By default it is 130 KHz, if
you want to omit this step, you can re-sample the file to that value. Otherwise, write the new
sample rate like this, if your file is 150 KHz, then write “150.0e3”. The normal status is that
“swap I/Q” is done as it can be, the output of the WAV file source are swapped, if you need to
correct this, click on the lines, delete it, and creates it again by doing click first in one block
and then in other. The last thing required to do is to change input and output file names and
locations. Double click in WAVE File Source and browse for the file, then look for the File
Sink, at the end of the Flow Graph (near right and bottom), and change the file name and
location to save the .S file. Run the program as explained earlier and adjust also PLL alpha
value if required.

